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About This Game

The Quest for Moe's is an adventure platformer following the story of one man, Bray, in his epic quest for Moe's. Defeat the
Rifter's evil minions and traverse a dangerous landscape all while collecting queso and burritos. Unravel the mystery of the Rift

through your perilous travels, and always remember your main goal: get that Moe's!

Some of the delicious features include:

Simple, classic, platformer-like physics
A fun, fantastical adventure story
Enjoyable levels full of challenging gameplay
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the quest for moe's

I will preface this review with three questions, and if the answer is "Yes" to any of these questions then I suggest you give
Mortal Online a long hard look; if you say "Yes" to all of these questions then stop reading this start downloading Mortal
Online!

--------------------

Questions:

1. Are you tired and\/or burnt out on all the MMORPGs out, or coming out, on the market?

2. Do you want to play a game where EVERYTHING you do is an accomplishment and reinvigorates that sense of discovery
you had when you played your first MMORPG?

3. Does the idea of an open loot system (you lose everything you are carrying when you die) fill you with a sense of excitement
and adventure?

--------------------

Overview

Mortal Online is a Fantasy Sandbox MMORPG that takes familiar elements from games like Ultima Online and Runescape, and
takes them to a whole new level. The entire game is played in first-person, and there is no functionality to change the view to
third-person. All combat and actions within the game are based off of targeting with your reticle, so if you want to hit a boar in
the head then you need to aim for it's head. Character progression is based on skill points rather than levels, and you only have
so many skill points to use. You aren't safe anywhere, not even in cities, so always be on your guard, but don't turn into a jerk,
just be wary.

--------------------

Skills

Skills are broken down into a ton of different categories that are based on Parent and Child relationships, so a player would need
to learn Armor Crafting (to a certain skill level) before he\/she can learn Soft Armor Crafting. Many skills you can begin
learning just by attempting to do them, such as chopping down a tree or mining for ore, but other skills will need to be learned
by reading skill books. Skill books can be obtained from Libraries (for a price) or from the Auction House, players can begin
reading these (some can take 8 hours or more) and the reading timer will continue to countdown when the player logs off.

I mentioned that you have a finite number of skill points to use, and in the beginning, you will burn through over half of these
pretty quickly. Don't panic! You can lock skills that you don't want to increase anymore and you can even decrease skills you
aren't going to use to get the skill points back to use on something else. This can be confusing at first, but this really allows the
player total freedom in choosing what their character does without letting characters become masters of everything at once.

--------------------

Combat

Combat is based on using your aiming reticle and blocking or dodging the attacks of your enemies. I haven't done much of this
yet, besides slaughtering herds of innocent pigs, but I think it is very engaging, sort of a melding between Skyrim and Mount &
Blade combat, but better.

--------------------

Magic
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No comment at all on this, but it is very in depth, with required components for spells. Healing magic, for instance, can require
water.

--------------------

Crafting

The crafting in this game is intense. I repeat: the crafting in this game is INTENSE. There are spreadsheets and emulators online
that help players calculate the required components to create other components to finally (maybe) create the item they want to
create. There is more than one way to make a particular piece of armor, and some components will make the end item heavier
or cooler etc. I think this is an amazing part of the game, but it is not for the faint of heart.

--------------------

PvP

Mortal Online works on a flagging system. Here is the breakdown:

Fledgling: Yellow
Innocent: Blue
Criminal: Grey
Murderer: Red
Hidden Criminal: Grey with Blue Stripe

Basically, if you do something negative to someone then you will be flagged Grey, unless that person was already Grey. The
flagging system is one of the most important parts of MO to understand, so check out this Beginner's Guide for more
information : http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=519329793.

--------------------

Conclusion

Mortal Online is a really in-depth game, but it is most certainly not for the casual player, and I don't mean the time-casual
player, but the player that is more instant gratification. If you want your cake and eat it too then this game is not for you, but if
you want to bake your cake, eat some of your cake, then sneak around to hide your cake in the bank until you can share it with
your guild mates then this game is for you!

You can try the game for free, and all F2P Accounts can use skills up to skill level 60. What that means is that you can raise
your skills above skill level 60, but you can only use the skill at skill level 60. I highly recommend subscribing to the game if you
are 8 hours in and enjoying it. The subscription costs less than other MMORPGs, and it is well worth it to support such an
awesome game.

--------------------

Grimstein's Personal Tips

1. Buy the Reading Skill Book (yes, that's an actual skill book) and begin reading that right away. That will allow you to read
other skill books more efficiently.

2. Find a Guild on the official MO forums.

3. Get out of the starting city.

4. Turn up your graphics and other options as high as you can.
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5. Only keep what you immediately need on you. Bank your money until you need to buy something, and keep your skill books
in the bank until you want to start reading them.

6. If you are going on a long journey, such as to join up with your new guild, bring along some food and bring everything you
can with you. Banks are localized, and if you store something in Tindrem, you will have to go back to Tindrem to get it.

--------------------

I hope my review helped you make an informed decision. There is so much more to Mortal Online than I touched upon in this
review, but I hope it gives you a taste of what's in store if you play. Good luck, and I hope to see you in Nave!

Evris Grimstein. Really really amazing game. I honestly did not had much expectation from a game this old in 2018, but i think
playing this was one of the best game experience. The story was very very interesting, this game had many of my favourite
gotham villians, I enjoyed it a lot. It has The Joker, Two Face, Poison Ivy, Dr. Hugo Strange, Solomon Grundy, Ra's Al Ghul, to
name a few.
Combat was fun, but i think catwoman was a bit weak, had much difficult time with her because she did not have much
upgrades.
I have finished the joker part but it feels like i put more than just 15 hours in the game, feels like i have been playing it for a
long time. The Ra's Al Ghul story part was great.
The graphics are not bad but you will forget about it because of how fun it is. The open world is not that bad either, and the
collecting the riddller trophies are fun too.
Side quests are also great, but i have not got that much into it, rushed throught the story line. They do look interesting, but i was
more concerned about finishing the story.
I would absolutely recommend this game to everyone. Game definitely is still in early access with it constantly crashing every 30
mins or so.

*What was the level "sitting bull" about?The berserkers were stuck in the floor lying on their backs and i used only archers, it
seemed like i was watching an execution.

*The level "snakes from above" has problems where the red units are spawned inside of buildings and are impossible to kill.

*In Sandbox mod the king texture glitches out and becomes black randomly.

*Priest vs Priest is the most exciting match you can watch.

*Units getting their weapons stuck on walls is a common issue and snakes also get stuck on walls constantly make levels
frustrating when all you have left are halflings. Units also have trouble walking across dead bodies.

*Game is has been vastly improved both gameplay and graphics wise from the closed alpha.

*Pretty smooth gameplay otherwise.

*I know its supposed to be a "silly game" and all but the AI is Ridiculously bad like the units will prioritize two enemies over the
20 units coming towards them in the ancient 1 map, even worse because the catapult is big and gets stuck in the hole so it
becomes useless it is extremely frustrating to watch these dumb pieces of shi

**Atleast it was not an april fools joke and was actually released on 1st april.

WARNING!!: Game has almost half of the old units from the alpha missing and has only a few new units shown in videos by
LandFall. Im sure they will add it in future updates but for now you should still buy the game as the publishers seem promising?.
Also game is pretty buggy now.. I recommend this game if you have played it before. I played this with my brother when I was a
kid and I really loved it back in the day. The only problem is that all characters outside of town are invisible. I can turn on
shadows to see them but it still makes it a hassle. Also all the loot is invisible too. Anyone know how to fix? please add/msg me..
Visual style makes my eyes bleed. Controls are very tedious.. Triplicity unique in the sense that it is both a collectible card game
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and puzzler. The purpose of the game is to navigate levels by solving puzzles. After the puzzles are completed you then engage
in card battles with a guardian. At first switching between the puzzles and card battles seemed to break the pace of the game, but
I actually found it to be mentally engaging and kept the gameplay from getting too stagnant. I think that the puzzles are cleverly
designed and, the card game is fast paced and addictive. Overall I think that Triplicity is a good solid game and definitely
worthy of playing.. Interesting story. While it was very short, only an hour, it was well told. I was however, very disappointed
that the full screen mode consisted of a black screen with a small 4 1\/2 in by 7 in rectangle in which the story was shown. This
is not one to sit back and read. I had to sit forward and put my nose to the monitor in order to read it. Not one for people with
less than perfect eyesight.

Before you buy it, please be aware it is a story, not a game. There is only a small amount of time that you must move yourself
with arrow keys. (Which did not add to the game or story and could have been left out, in my opinion.) With that in mind, it is
worth your time, just for the folklore and the mystery.

If they put trading cards or achievs on it I just might re-read it.
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This game is essentially a reverse engineered Heroes 2 with something taken from Heroes 3 too (namely spell elements), in a
King's Bounty style adventure.

It is a blatant rip-off. Everything from artifacts and treasure chests to hero skills and spells are copy-pasted or as I said, reverse
engineered from Heroes 2 and 3.

It starts off nice though, and it has a heroes-like atmosphere that I liked.
Later the game goes to total troll mode; You basically cannot fight without ghosts, as the monsters on the adventure map will be
around 10000 tier 7 units, like Titans or Dragons and such.

I did finish the game, as it is not very long.

I absolutely loved the adventure map graphics, they are well drawn.
Too bad rest of the game is basically stolen.

I want a new heroes game as much as the next guy, but seriously..

I don't know why or how they can sell this on steam, I think there should be lawsuits and such due to the fact it is so carbon
copied from the early heroes games.. FUN LITTLE GAME TO KILL THE LIGHT! i meant TiME !-D. For someone who just
wants to have some casual shoot em up fun in 2d airoplane style it's just the game you need and it's so light that can play on a
netbook with good settings.. Great game.
Full locomotion.
Great graphics.
Great melee fighting.
But the bow and arrow mechanics could do with some work.
The arrow goes through the bow instead of sitting on the correct side of the bow.
The bow seems to be fussy about how you hold and release the arrow.
I recommend using the crossbow until it's been updated.
9/10.. What an amazingly refreshing game. A first-person game with no bullets; only comedy. It's hilariously frustrating and
should not be taken seriously. Various paths, multiple endings but no ACTUAL ending (I don't think). Brilliant.. I used to play
this game as a kid! Similar to Zoo Tycoon games, but not as good! Either way, there's a nostalgia factor that I love! Fun game!.
It's a single player FPS game. It wasn't a bad game but it wasn't a great game either. I did not have any problems with it. It will
keep you entertained for a few hours.
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